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Pirates and Perils of the Deep 
About this pack 

 
Ahoy, me Hearties – and shiver me timbers! 
Here be a Chatterbooks pack full of swashbuckling pirate fun – activity 
ideas and challenges, and great reading for your group!   
 
 
 
 

The pack is brought to you by The Reading Agency and their publisher partnership Children’s 
Reading Partners  
 
Chatterbooks is a reading group programme for children aged 4 to 14 years. It is coordinated by 
The Reading Agency and its patron is author Dame Jacqueline Wilson. Chatterbooks groups run in 
libraries and schools, supporting and inspiring children’s literacy development by encouraging them 
to have a really good time reading and talking about books. 
 
The Reading Agency is an independent charity working to inspire more people to read more 
through programmes for adults, young people and Children – including the Summer Reading 
Challenge, and Chatterbooks. See www.readingagency.org.uk  
 
Children’s Reading Partners is a national partnership of children’s publishers and libraries working 
together to bring reading promotions and author events to as many children and young people as 
possible. 
 
Contents 
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Ideas for your Chatterbooks sessions 
 
 
Things to talk about 
 
What do you know about pirates? 
Get together a collection of pirate books – stories and non-fiction – so you’ve got lots 
to refer to, and plenty of reading for your group to share. 
 
If you have Savior Pirotta’s The Buccaneering Book of Pirates you could use the giant 
pop-up pirate from this book to get discussion going! 
 
On a flip chart collect the names of all the pirates you can think of – eg. Jack Sparrow! 
Are these pirates real people or fictional characters? 
 
What is a pirate?  Are there still pirates today?  What do they do? 
 
List all the things that come to mind when we say the word ‘pirate’ – eg. skull and 
cross-bones, parrot, wooden leg…. 
Talk about how realistic all these things might be – eg. some are fact, and some may 
have come from a memorable image in a story. 
 

Activity ideas 
 
Sea monsters 
Find out about a real sea monster, and a legendary monster.  Write down three facts 
about each monster. 
Then create your own sea monster! 
Draw it in this frame below and label the parts of its body, saying what each part is 
used for – eg.’big swivelling eyes for 360 dgrees vision!’ 
Give it a name. 
 
A storm at sea! 
Make a collage picture of the wildest, scariest storm at sea! 
Raid your local scrap store, and get your group to bring in lots of different materials – 
e.g. scraps of material, silver & coloured foil, cellophane, old greetings cards, tissue 
paper, glitter, stars.  And you’ll need card, paints, glue, felt tips. 
Collect together some words as well, to get you going – e.g. dark clouds, great waves, 
lightning flash…..     You could make one big storm together, or each person could 
create their own picture. 
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Create your own pirate name                                                                                        
Write down a list of all the pirate related words you can think of.                               
Here are some examples that work well: 
Captain, Jolly, Peg Leg, Jack, Matey, Scallywag, Swashbuckler, Sparrow, Beard, Sea, 
Parrot, Cackle, Bloody, Stinky, Dead Man, Bones, Morgan, Sea Wolf   

Put them in a hat and then get each child to pick out two or three to create their own 
pirate name – e.g. ‘Jolly Sea Scallywag’                                                                              
Ask children to draw a picture of themselves as a pirate using their name for 
inspiration. 
 
Stranded on a desert island                                                                                            
Imagine you are a pirate, stranded on a desert island!   
Which three books would you like to have with you to read?  Make a list or draw a 
picture of your three books. 

And which storybook characters would you like to be stranded with?   
Why would you choose them as your desert island companions?   
e.g. The Famous Five – because they would be good at making dens and solving 
mysteries! 

Some pirate necessities…. 

Pirate Hat                                                                                                                                     
To make a pirate hat there are good ideas online – here are two quite easy ones! 

 Video showing how to make a simple black card hat, with skull and crossbones:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6vRyPXNenPQ 

 Instructions for making a hat from folded newspaper  
http://www.uggabugga.com/Arts%20&%20Crafts/Origami/Origami%20-
%20Hat%20Instructions.htm  

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6vRyPXNenPQ
http://www.uggabugga.com/Arts%20&%20Crafts/Origami/Origami%20-%20Hat%20Instructions.htm
http://www.uggabugga.com/Arts%20&%20Crafts/Origami/Origami%20-%20Hat%20Instructions.htm
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Treasure Map 
Show your group pictures of treasure island maps in picture books, then let them 
have a go at drawing their own maps.  
Think about what features they could include – e.g. mountains, forests, swamp, river, 
desert etc. 
Give names to the features – e.g. ‘Whirlpool Cove’ – and to the island itself! 
Decide where the treasure is hidden and mark the spot with an X! 

       

To make your maps look old and crinkly: 

 Wipe a wet tea bag over both sides of a sheet of paper to give it a brown 
effect.  Let this dry, before drawing your map. 

 Tear the edges to make the map look even more worn and aged. And after 
writing and drawing the map, it helps to make the ink look old by crumpling 
the paper. 

 
Dancing a hornpipe 

A hornpipe is a sailors’ dance which began around the 16th century on English ships.  
There are three main movements: 

 "looking out to sea" with the right hand to the forehead, then the left 

 Lurching from side to side as in heavy weather 

 Giving the occasional rhythmic tug to their trousers!  

Get your group, in twos/threes, to make up their own hornpipe dance – you could 
bring in any dance music for this.  It doesn’t have to be complicated – just fun! 

For some more ideas here’s an example on youtube: 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6_SLeDggKXA  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6_SLeDggKXA
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Singing a sea shanty 
Sea shanties are songs sung by sailors – including pirates! – to get the crew working 
together in a rhythm on all the heavy tasks involved in sailing a large ship, including 
lots of pulling of ropes to hoist the sails up and get them down. 
Often the captain or the first mate would call out ‘Come men, can’t any of you sing? 
Sing now and raise the dead!’                                                                                             
Here is a well-known shanty: What shall we do with the drunken sailor? 
It would be good fun to learn it off by heart, and sing it all together. 
What do you think ‘up she rises’ means?   And ‘make him bail her’? 

What shall we do with the drunken sailor,  
What shall we do with the drunken sailor,  
What shall we do with the drunken sailor,  
Early in the morning?  
 
Chorus: Hoo-ray and up she rises,  
Hoo-ray and up she rises,  
Hoo-ray and up she rises,  
Early in the morning.  

 
Put him in the long-boat and make him bail her, 
Put him in the long-boat and make him bail her, 
Put him in the long-boat and make him bail her, 
Early in the morning. 
 
Chorus: Hoo-ray and up she rises…. 
 

Then there are lots of lines to choose from for more verses, and more punishments 
for that drunken sailor!  You can choose your favourites, or make up some of your 
own.             Stick him in the crow's nest till he's sober 

 
Throw him in the bilge and make him drink it  
 
Put him in his cabin and stop his liquor  
 
Trice him up in a running bowline  
 
Take him and shake him and try and wake him 
 
Give him a taste of the bosun's rope end 
 
Hang him from the yard arm till he's sober 
 
Put him in the scuppers with a hosepipe on him  
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Wordsearch:  Seek out these Perils of the Deep  
 
 
They’re nearly all real! 
 
GIANT SQUID  HURRICANE    ICHTHYOSAURUS 
 
TIGER SHARK  BOX JELLY FISH   DAVY JONES LOCKER 
 
WHIRLPOOL   SEA SERPENT   PIRATES 
 
TIDAL WAVE   KRAKEN     
 
 
Q E T U S E A S E R P E N T P A 
 R E K C O L S E N O J Y V A D 
D G K H M B C Z X V N L J G D A 
C Z S U F H J K L O U Y T E W Q 
B M V R X S A R D G J L P I H P 
M L J R G U D A A Q B E R T I U 
N V X I A R D K F H O K P R R I 
L K H C F U S E A W X E A T L Y 
M T B A V A C N X Z J T A S P D 
G I A N T S Q U I D E K H G O F 
H D L E P O I Y T S L R W Q O A 
D A A Z X Y C B M L L J H F L S 
S L F H J H K P U Y Y R W Q S D 
V W C Z A T S D G H F K P Y G F 
B A N K V H C X Z A I D G H K P 
X V B K F C D S A Q S W E R Y I 
Q E W E T I G E R S H A R K R T 
 
 
Look for the words across, down, diagonally, and from right to left. 
The answers are at the end of this pack 
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Chatterbooks double session with a Pirates! Theme  
 
Session One – Being a pirate 
 

 Welcome, and introduction to the session.                                           5 mins 

 What do you know about pirates? – see discussion ideas above.   15 mins 

 Divide into 2 pirate crews. Each crew decides what it’s called                                
– e.g. ‘Redbeard’s Robbers’.                                                                      5 mins 

 Make pirate hats – see above.  You could have the card shapes ready cut       
out  (2 pieces per hat), also the skull and cross-bones to stick on the hats.                
Or children can draw and cut out their own. Then staple the pieces together, 
and cover the staples with masking tape.                                                15 mins 

 Have coloured scarves – a different colour for each crew, using scrap material.   

 Talking like a pirate!   Pirate Pete’s Talk Like a Pirate (by Kim Kennedy) is great 
for this.    And there’s a good list of phrases here: 
http://www.piratetreasurenow.com/pirate-phrases.htm                    15 mins 

 Refreshments – orange juice for grog, ship’s biscuits…   (you could add in some 
sweet laces - to look like worms or weevils!) 

 Take home pirate stories to read – and look ahead to….  
 
…….Session Two – Pirate challenges! 
 
Welcome, and introduction to the session.  Get into your 2 teams, with your pirate 
hats and scarves.   
Have a scoreboard with a column labelled for each pirate crew.     In this session the 
teams are going to take a series of challenges – there are several here you can do.   
For each challenge you decide which crew has managed it better/tried hardest. 
Choose which you think your group would most enjoy – or make up some more! 
 

  Walking the plank: Pirates sometimes made their 
victims walk the plank – a wooden beam extended over the 
edge of the ship, so that they were likely to fall into the sea 
and drown – or be eaten by sharks.  Victims were often 
blindfolded as well.                                                                                                     
See which crew is best at keeping their balance and saving 
their skin!  Mark a line across the floor with masking tape – 

each crew member then has a go at walking along the line (a bit like a tight 
rope), and not deviating from it.  If they want to, let someone try doing this 
blindfolded – but take care as this could be scary and almost impossible!      

http://www.piratetreasurenow.com/pirate-phrases.htm
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 The best one-legged pirate!  Pirates often seem to have only one leg – too 
much swashbuckling!  See who would make the steadiest Long John Silver – at 
the word ‘Go!’ everyone stands balancing on one leg.  The crew member who 
stays balanced the longest is the winner. 

 Dancing a hornpipe: Get each crew to create and perform a simple hornpipe 
dance (see above), then ask a guest adult to choose which they like best.  Or 
play some lively music and get everyone dancing – any kind of dance, with a 
couple of hornpipe movements added in. Again, choose whose dance you like 
the best. 

 Singing a sea shanty: In this challenge the winning crew could be the one 
giving the most enthusiastic performance of ‘Drunken Sailor’ (see above) – or 
the one that comes up with the best/funniest new verses for the sailor’s 
punishment 

 Pirates and perils quiz: You could make up your own quiz, around the 
resources in your library or school, and your group’s knowledge.  Below is a 
template quiz to get you going. 

 
If possible, at the end of the quiz, have some treasure for all to share – gold-foiled 
chocolate coins! 
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Pirates and Perils Quiz 
Work in teams; use any resources, and everyone’s general knowledge, to get the 
answers 

Questions Your answers 
Find in the library a non-fiction book 
about creatures of the deep – write down 
the title and author’s name. 
 

 

What is a doubloon? 
 

 

What sign did pirates put on their black 
flag? 

 

And what name did pirates give to this 
flag? 

 

Who plays Captain Jack Sparrow in the 
films Pirates of the Caribbean ? 
 

 

Yo ho ho and a bottle of ……. 
What is the missing word?  
 

 

What is the Bermuda Triangle? 
 

 

What does ‘swashbuckling’ mean? 
 

 

Where might you find an ichthyosaurus 
today? 

 

What is the name of the one-legged 
sailor in the book Treasure Island ? 
 

 

Write down the name of a poisonous jelly 
fish 

 

Who wrote the book Moby Dick? 
 

 

Who or what is Moby Dick? 
 

 

Look in the picture book section and find 
a book with a pirate theme – write down 
the title 
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Pirates and Perils of the Deep – Oo-aar! Some great titles to read! 

For Younger Children 
 

Peter Bently    Cats Ahoy!      Macmillan     
978-0330518802 
Winner of the Roald Dahl Funny Prize 2011: a swashbuckling tale of 
pirate plunder, derring-do and a huge haul of haddock!  When Alfonso 
the cat hears there’s a boat coming into harbour carrying its largest ever 
catch, he hatches a plan. It involves a ghost pirate ship, some rather 
gullible fishermen, and cats … LOTS of cats. With an infectious rhyming 
text and laugh-out-loud illustrations, this book is set to become a firm 

favourite for fans of life on the high seas. 

About the authors: Peter Bently lives in Totnes. He enjoys visiting schools and sharing his writing. 
Inspired by living close to the sea, Peter's first book for Macmillan was the terrifically toothy The 
Shark in the Dark  
Jim Field is an illustrator and animation director has worked for Waterstones, Sainsbury's, Oxfam, 
The Guardian, The FT, Channel 4, and Virgin Mobile. Cats Ahoy! is Jim's first picture book. 

A taste:  
A little while later, two terrified dogs 
Turned tail at the sight of a great gang of mogs 
Boarding The Kipper on soft silent paws 
With pistols and cutlasses clamped in their jaws. 

 

 

Maxine Lee    Pi-rat!   Caterpillar Books    
978-1848573673 
Who's the most rascally rat to sail the seas?  Meet Pi-Rat and his 
swashbuckling crew! They're brave, bold and nothing scares them. Well, 
almost nothing...Children will love joining their adventures on the Soapy 
Dodger. A hilarious book packed with mischievous pirates, cheeky fun 
and plenty of swashbuckling - this tale of sailing the seven seas on the 
Soapy Dodger includes an unexpected bath-time twist! 

 
About the author: Maxine was born in Liverpool where she still lives. After gaining an HND in 
Multimedia Arts and a BA Honours in Digital Arts in 2004, she went on to teach a range of creative 
subjects before concentrating on her freelance career as an author/illustrator. Unable to let go of 
college life, she also works part-time as a technician in a brilliant art department in St. Helens. 

…Sharks don’t scare us…the dark doesn’t scare us…But, oh! What is this?  Shiver me timbers!  

Avast!  
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                                           Val Mcdermid      My Granny is a Pirate      
   Orchard Books     978-1408309278 
When a family secret about Granny is revealed, we discover all about her 
fearsome pirate reputation and her swashbuckling ways - from making 
other pirates walk the plank to singing sea shanties to her dog, Jolly 
Roger. Look again at your granny...could she be a pirate too?  
A must-have book for all pirate fans. 

About the author:  Val McDermid grew up in a Scottish mining 
community then read English at Oxford. She was a journalist for sixteen 

years, spending the last three as Northern Bureau Chief of a national Sunday tabloid. She divides 
her time between Northumberland and Cheshire 

My granny has a secret    So, if I share the secret 
I’m not allowed to tell.    You’ve got to keep it too. 
They’d chase me if I told you    Just swear upon this gold doubloon 
And then chase me as well.    And then I can trust you. 
 

 

 

 

                                    

John Ryan   Captain Pugwash: a Pirate Story        
Frances Lincoln       978-1845079192   

 

With CD audiobook - story read by Jim Broadbent 

  
There's nothing more likely to prompt our portly hero into action than 
the prospect of treasure. So when the valiant cabin boy Tom espies a 
mound of yellow stuff aboard a nearby ship, the Captain sets off in hot 
pursuit. Unfortunately, his villainous arch-enemy, the horrible Cut-
throat Jake, is not far away. Will the Captain be trapped by Jake's 

dastardly plan? Or will Tom, the wisest little cabin boy on the Seven Seas, have a plan of his own…? 

 
 
About the author: John Ryan was born in Edinburgh, spent his early childhood in the UK and 
Morocco, and worked for seven years as Assistant Art Master of Harrow School.  
Captain Pugwash first set sail over 50 years ago as a strip cartoon. Since then he has featured in 
books, films and theatres all over the world. John died in 2009. 

…So they stuffed poor Pugwash’s pockets with gold and silver and precious stones, and filled his 
boots too, to make him heavier still.  Then they pushed him on to the plank, and the Captain wished 
very much that he had never gone to sea. 
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                                                    Valerie Thomas & Korky Paul    
Winnie’s Pirate Adventure      OUP    
978-0192736024 
Winnie the Witch would like to announce that in this book she is 
actually Winnie the pirate and Wilbur is not her cat, he's her 
parrot. When they arrive at Cousin Cuthbert's party in their fancy 
dress, Winnie and Wilbur discover a whole crew of children, ready 
for action. With a map and a fine pirate ship (thanks to a little 
magic from Winnie) they set off to find their treasure island. But a 
band of fierce pirates is already there. What will Winnie and her 
fancy-dress pirates do?  

 

About the authors: Valerie Thomas has lived in Australia for most of her life. She has worked as a 
teacher, an educational researcher and curriculum consultant. In 1987 her phenomenally successful 
children's book Winnie the Witch, illustrated by Korky Paul, was published by Oxford University 
Press. Winnie has since enjoyed many more remarkable adventures. 
Korky Paul was born in Zimbabwe and studied Fine Art at Durban Art School. He started work 
as a 'drawer' in an advertising agency in Cape Town, and as an art director in London and Los 
Angeles, and eventually settled in Europe as a freelance illustrator. Winnie the Witch won the 
Children's Book Award and Winnie has gone on to star in 12 more picture books with her cat 
Wilbur.  
There are also 12 young fiction Winnie titles written by Laura Owen with black and white line 
drawings by Korky. 

 
‘Yo-ho-ho!’ shouted Winnie’s pirates.  ‘Being a pirate is fun!’ 

They climbed up the masts. 
They danced the hornpipe. 
They walked the plank, 
until Winnie fell in.     Luckily she could swim. 
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For Older Children 

 

Terry Deary  The Last Viking      Barrington Stoke   
978-1781123508 

An adventure story, packed with facts about Vikings. When Emma spies the 
Viking ships on the horizon, she runs to warn her village but no one will 
believe her! Not even her monk brother Symeon, until it's too late. Worse, the 
village has been betrayed by one of its own. Will the siblings be able to stop 
the Viking invaders from destroying the village? Particularly suitable for 
struggling, reluctant and dyslexic readers aged 8+ 

 

 

About the author: Terry Deary is an actor, television presenter and author, best known for his 
Horrible Histories series. He was voted Outstanding Children's Non-Fiction Author of the 20th 
Century.  Despite a fondness for the bagpipes, Terry Deary is a much-loved author who brings 
words alive for children of all ages with his puns, jokes and funny stories. He lives in Durham. 

 

They came at dawn. 
The sky was as red as blood and the clouds were ragged and black. The sea was as dark and oily-
smooth as a monk’s ink. The sails were dirty, dark smudges on the crimson sky. 

 

 

Jonny Duddle      The Jolley-Rogers and the Ghostly 
Galleon     Templar  978-1848772403 
Every full moon, a mysterious ship is seen off the coast of Dull-on-Sea. 
Then, the next day, gold and jewellery are missing from the town. Can 
Matilda and Jim Lad retrieve the stolen booty from the mysterious ship 
before the moon fades? Or will they end up stuck on board with 
ghostly pirates until the next full moon? 
 
About the author: Jonny Duddle is the author and illustrator of the 

hugely successful Templar picture books The Pirate Cruncher, The Pirates Next Door, and King of 
Space. Jonny has been a character designer for Aardman Animation's recent Oscar-nominated film 
The Pirates! 
 

Jim Lad steered the rowing boat against the far side of the Black Rat, cautiously pulling up against 
her timbers as she bobbed and creaked and tugged at her anchor. 
The ship was solid, but Jim noticed it had a strange shimmer around it.  He reached out and touched 
the hull. It felt real enough.     ‘Stand back, Tilly’, he warned as he took the grappling hook from his 
leather bag. In one smooth motion he hurled the hook upwards through the fog. 
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  Jim Ladd & Benji Davies     Space Pirates: Stowaway     
Nosy Crow    978-0857631541 
When Sam's parents are stranded on Planet X, he bravely asks his neighbours, the 
notorious Space Pirates, to help rescue them. But they'd rather carry on bowling 
and singing space-shanties, so Sam has no choice but to hide in a barrel of alien 
slime and stow away! A fast-paced, funny series with gags galore, and a menacing 
pirate called Black-Hole Beard… this is a chase through space that will have you 
cackling from start to finish!  Look out for more titles in the Space Pirates series. 

 
About the author: Jim Ladd is sadly not a real person, although there is a real author behind the 
Space Pirates series. If Jim did exist, we like to think that he'd live on an island with sharks 
swimming round it, writing on an old typewriter and wearing cut-off trousers with raggedy edges. 
In fact the author is Benji Davies, an illustrator and animation director.   Benji studied animation at 
university, and has since worked on a many projects, from picture books and animated short films 
to music videos, commercials and title sequences. 
 
The ship was heading for Pirate Port. 
Sam had always wanted to go there and see a real space pirate up close, but his parents had 
banned him from setting foot on that side of the planet. 
‘Space pirates are dangerous’, Mum had insisted. ‘It’s not all space shanties, swashbuckling and 
bowling, you know. There’s squabbling ,stealing, and duels to the death.’ 
 
 
 

Jon Mayhew   Monster Odyssey: Eye of Neptune   
Bloomsbury    978-1408826300 
Prince Dakkar, son of an Indian rajah, has been expelled from the world's 
finest schools, and is sent to an unconventional educator, Count Oginski – 
who is also the inventor of a top-secret machine: the world’s first 
submersible. 

But in a dangerous world of spies and secrecy, the Count is kidnapped. 
Dakkar escapes in the submarine, only to face horrifying creatures of the 
deep – lethal giant squid and, above all, the sinister Cryptos, who is hell-bent 
on taking over the world….  Cue shark attack, giant sea creatures, spies and 

an evil megalomaniac. From his undersea refuge, Dakkar plans to take them all on . . . with a bit of 
help from a girl. 

About the author: Jon Mayhew comes from Wirral. An English teacher for twenty years, he now 
works as a specialist teacher for children with autism. He has also written Mortlock, The Demon 
Collector, and The Bonehill Curse. 

 
But what took Dakkar’s breath away was the craft that lay at the side of the pool. The sea lapped on 
to a small wooden dock that jutted from a rocky ledge, and lashed to this jetty was a huge 
submersible.  A massive tube, it was almost as long as Blizzard’s frigate, with a tower in the centre 
of the hull. With its polished wooden boards and brass, it shone in the half-light of the cavern. 
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Chris Mould     Pirates ‘n Pistols    Hodder   
978-0340999356 

Following on from the fabulous Dust 'n' Bones and Fangs 'n' Fire, comes 
Pirates 'n' Pistols - ten swashbuckling pirate tales.  
Meet some of the most villainous and scurrilous rogues ever to sail the 
seven seas in these stories about pirates from all around the world. There 
are traditional pirate myths and legends as well as some new and original 
tales, re-told and illustrated by the award-winning Chris Mould. Stories 

include: Davy Jones, Treasure Island, The Tenth Man, The Gold Bug, Dead Man's Ink, Dionysus, 
Cross-legged Jack, Mochimitsu's Music, Jewel of Bengal and Ghost in the Cupboard. 

About the author: Chris Mould was born in Bradford and has lived and worked there all his life. He 
is a freelance illustrator for children’s books, magazines and newspapers – and also for television 
and feature films. 

 

 

Savior Pirotta & M.P.Robertson     The Buccaneering 
Book of Pirates (Pop Up Books) Frances Lincoln  978-
1847804839      

Ahoy there! Get ready to hoist the Jolly Roger and set sail for the seven 
seas with six swashbuckling adventure stories. Go on daring raids, follow 
treasure maps and fill your pockets with stolen loot - but beware the 
black spot or you may end up as food for the fishes in Davy Jones' locker!  

Contains your very own giant fold-out pirate who is taller than you are! Hang him on your wall, if 
you dare, and then lift the flaps to find the smuggled treasures.  

About the author: Saviour Pirotta is the best-selling author of over 100 children’s books. Based in 
the UK, his work ranges from novelty titles to short novels and collections of fairy tales. His work 
has been translated into 15 languages. He lives in Yorkshire.  
M.P.Robertson studied Graphic Design at Hounslow Borough College. Among his books for Frances 
Lincoln are The Egg, The Great Dragon Rescue and The Dragon Snatcher; Hieronymus Betts and his 
Unusual Pets, Big Brave Brian, The Sandcastle and Food Chain. He lives in Bradford on Avon with his 
partner and two sons. 

 
My share of the gleaming treasure is almost gone. But I’ll never forget Treasure Island.  The sound 
of waves lapping on its sandy shore strikes a chill in my heart that will stay with me forever. 
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Rex Stone   Dinosaur Cove: Swimming with the Sea 
Monster   
OUP  978-0192737885   
Welcome to the Jurassic! It's a totally awesome place, as Jamie and Tom 
are about to discover. With so many cool creatures to spot, the boys 
begin exploring. In three exciting adventures they meet an amazing 
stegosaurus, a seriously fed up diplodocus, and while snorkelling in the 
Jurassic ocean, they also come across one creature they did not want to 

meet ...a deadly plesiosaur, and it's heading their way! 

For more about the Dinosaur Cove books and a special activity pack see www.dinosaurcove.co.uk  

…suddenly a sleek, blue-grey creature jumped over the board, diving smoothly back beneath the 
surface. 
‘An ichthyosaur,’ breathed Tom. ‘Awesome!’ 
‘It’s two ickies,’ Jamie said as another ichthyosaur batted the bodyboard with its nose, flicking it up 
into the air like a sea lion with a beach ball. 
‘Three!’ yelled Tom in excitement as one more head popped up in the choppy sea. 

 

         More swashbuckling stories !      
 

 PICTURE BOOKS   

Mike Brownlow Ten Little Pirates Orchard Books 978-1408320044 

Cressida Cowell How to Be a Pirate (How to Train  
Your Dragon) 

Hodder 978-0340999080 

Jonny Duddle The Pirates Next Door Templar 978-1848773929 

Claire Freedman 
& Ben Cort 

Pirates Love Underpants Simon & 
Schuster 

978-0857072658 

Margaret Mahy The Man whose Mother was a Pirate Puffin 978-0140554304 

Rebecca Patterson The Pirate House Macmillan 978-0230754416 

John Ryan Pugwash and the Sea Monster Frances Lincoln 978-1845078881 

Ian Whybrow & 
Russell Ayto 

Tim, Ted and the Pirates HarperCollins 978-0007131242 

 FOR OLDER CHILDREN   

Philip Ardagh & 
Axel Scheffler 

The Grunts All at Sea Nosy Crow 978-0857630711 

 

Tom Banks The Great Galloon Hot Key Books 978-1471400889 

J.M.Barrie Peter Pan Puffin 978-0142437933 

http://www.dinosaurcove.co.uk/
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Adam Blade Sea Quest: Stengor the Crab Monster Orchard Books 978-1408318522 

Lauren Child Ruby Redfort Take Your Last Breath  Candlewick 978-0763669324 

Peter Clover Dead Cool Barrington Stoke 978-1842994030 

Vivian French Ellie and the Sea Monster Barrington Stoke 978-1781122709 

Margaret Mahy The Great Piratical Rumbustification Orion 978-1444005448 

Jan Mark Robin Hood All at Sea Barrington Stoke 978-1842999134 

Alex Milway The Mousehunter Faber 978-0571234332  

Richard Platt & 
Chris Riddell 

Pirate Diary Walker 978-1406330601 

Huw Powell Spacejackers    July 2014 Bloomsbury 978-1408847541 

Rick Riordan Percy Jackson and the Sea of Monsters Puffin 978-0141346847 

Alan Snow Pants Ahoy! OUP 978-0192755407 

R.L Stevenson Treasure Island Vintage Classics 978-0099573036 

Catherine Veitch  Sea Monsters (Legends of the Sea) Raintree 9781406216196 

 NON-FICTION   

Anita Ganeri The Oceans’ Most Amazing Animals Raintree 9781406209204 

Rebecca Gilpin Pirate Things to Make and Do Usborne 978-1409538936 

Liz Miles Prehistoric Safari: Sea Monsters Franklin Watts 978-1445123516 

Rachel Lynette Fearsome Fish (Creatures of the Deep) Raintree 978-1406226379 

Sam Taplin Pirates’ Handbook  March 2014 Usborne 978-1409570431 
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